
Increase Your Club Speed by Never Lifting Weights Again! 

A lot has been written over the years about how to gain club speed.  Lifting weights, yoga, stretching, diet and 

equipment are all some of the common prescriptions for more club speed.  They will for the most part if done with 

regular regiment and proper form give the player an increased club speed.  However, there is a simpler way to gain 

upwards of 15% without any of those:  Contact Point! 

Seen here is an illustration showing the difference in club speed as the contact point moves around the clubface.   

Direct your attention to 3 columns 

in the illustration:  Impact, Club 

Speed & Ball Speed.  Start in the 

impact column.   

Notice with a center impact the club 

speed is 100mph and ball speed is 

148mph.  This is our baseline 

number for calculations and 

comparison.   

As we move ¾’’ on the toe, the club 

speed actually increases 2.7mph to 

102.7mph and the ball speed 

increases 2.3mph to 150.3mph.  

Move the impact point ¾’’ towards 

the heel and you see the opposite.  

The club speed decreases 2.7mph to 97.3mph and ball speed decreased 5.6mph to 142.4mph.  ½’’ high on the clubface, 

the club speed decreases 1.8mph & ball speed is down 3.5mph.  Lastly, ½’’ low on the clubface the club speed actually 

increases 1.8mph and ball speed goes up 1.8mph as well.   

It is interesting to note as you move the contact point only 1 ½’’ from Toe, to Center, to Heel  and 1 inch high to low, you 

see a drastic change in the club & ball speeds.  Club Speed varies 5.4 mph and ball speed varies 7.9 mph!   

What does this mean for carry distance?   

For each MPH added to club speed, you can gain up to 3 yards of carry distance!  That is a carry distance variation of 

16.2 yards as you move the contact point around the clubface.   Focus on finding a better contact point on the clubface 

and increase your club speed!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


